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Feature Selection for Real-Time Tracking
D. Frank Hsu, Damian M. Lyons and Jizhou Ai
Robotics & Computer Vision Laboratory
Department of Computer & Information Science
Fordham University, Bronx, NY 10458
{hsu,lyons,ai}@cis.fordham.edu

ABSTRACT
We address the problem of selecting features to improve automated video tracking of targets that undergo multiple
mutual occlusions. As targets are occluded, different feature subsets and combinations of those features are effective in
identifying the target and improving tracking performance. We use Combinatorial Fusion Analysis to develop a metric
to dynamically select which subset of features will produce the most accurate tracking. In particular we show that the
combination of a pair of features A and B will improve the accuracy only if (a) A and B have relative high performance,
and (b) A and B are diverse. We present experimental results to illustrate the performance of the proposed metric.
Keywords: video surveillance, target tracking, feature selection, sensory fusion.

1. INTRODUCTION
Previous research approaches to recognizing and tracking targets that undergo occlusion have included modeling
the target in such a way that occlusion can be recognized and corrected [14] or modeling the statistical nature of the
occlusion [28]. However, we note another approach: as a target moves through a series of occlusions in a crowded,
urban space, the feature or the set of features that best identifies and tracks the object changes also. In this paper we
focus on the issue of dynamically selecting the set of features that improves tracking performance for objects that
undergo multiple occlusions.
Feature selection for object recognition has been addressed by several authors ([15], [25]). For tracking, Collin and
Liu [4] have looked at the problem of feature selection in terms of finding the single color feature that best distinguishes
a target from its background at any point during tracking. Their measure of ‘best’ is in terms of the largest distance
between foreground and background classes as distinguished by that single feature. We will present a method to select
the pair of features that produces the best tracking performance at any point during tracking, where by ‘best,’ we mean
that the feature or feature combination yields a target track that is closer to ground truth.
Our principal tool in identifying which features are most useful is the emerging field of Combinatorial Fusion
Analysis or CFA ([8]-[13], [19]-[20], [17], [22], [23], [27]). CFA differs from other approaches to data and information
fusion [4] in that it considers: (A) both score and rank function for each feature/evidence and explores the interaction
between the two functions, (B) both combinatorial possibility and computational efficiency of combining multiple
scoring systems, and (C) multiple scoring systems obtained by a variety of different methods such as probability,
statistics, analysis, combinatorics and computation. In our work, we (a) adopt CFA to inspect and analyze the space of
possible combinations of the features or evidence, (b) explore the scoring behavior of each of the features by computing
the rank/score function and propose to use the rank/score function fA to represent the scoring behavior of a feature A,
and (d) use the difference between the two rank/score functions d(fA,fB) to measure the diversity between A and B.
In this paper we present the results of a CFA experiment to select the subset of features that improve tracking
performance for a video sequence of two targets undergoing a series of mutual occlusions. We show that the subset of
features that improves performance can be predicted at any point during the tracking sequence by considering two
criteria: A feature performance ratio PR(A,B), and a feature rank/score diversity d(fA,fB ).
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2. PRIOR WORK
There are several key approaches to target recognition and tracking under occlusions. In the contour-based approach
([14], [21]), the issue is how to account for the occluded portion of the contour. In the model-based approach ([18],
[28]), since the ‘real’ appearance of the target (i.e., the model) is known, the issue is to determine how best the occluded
view of the target matches its ‘real’ appearance. In the feature-based approach [16], the crucial problem is determining
which features remain robust to occlusion.
Our work falls into the feature-based approach. Lin and Bhanu [16] introduce a feature synthesis strategy for target
recognition based on a genetic programming approach. Compositions of primitive features are learned that produce
improved discrimination between target classes as long as the targets are not overlapping or occluded. We are
specifically interested in overlapping and occluded targets.
Collins and Liu [4] make the point that a tracker is only as good as the features it uses to detect a target. They address
the problem that as a target move across a background, the color features (in their case, a subset of linear combinations
of the red, green and blue values) that best detect the target change accordingly. On each frame, they search their space
of color features to find the one that best distinguished target from background in that frame. Normalized histograms are
used to derive discrete probability density functions for each feature on the target and on the background. A variance
ratio of the total variance over both foreground and background divided by the sum of the variances within foreground
and background is used as a criterion to pick the feature that best distinguishes the foreground from background.
In a series of papers [9],[13], [19],[20] the authors have investigated the problem of tracking on a single camera,
using multiple feature cue information, in situations where targets engage in multiple mutual occlusions. The core
theory for our approach is based on the work of Hsu, Shapiro and Taksa [11]-[12] on characterizing the scoring
behavior, the relationship between the scores assigned by an expert (e.g., a classifier, a filter, etc.) to a list of candidates
and the ranks of the candidates. We have developed a framework for fusion for target tracking applications that exploits
the combinatorial options for score and rank feature fusion combinations to improve tracking performance. We found
that in certain situations, a feature fusion operation that included similarity rank information produced a more accurate
track than a score fusion operation using a Mahalanobis sum of similarities [19]. Our conclusion was that the rank
information was less sensitive to the effects of target occlusions. However, that research did not provide us with a way
to predict at any frame in the video, which fusion of which features would provide the more accurate result. A predictor
metric needed to be developed that when applied to the video for a specific target, would indicate which features and
which fusion operation would yield the most accurate track.
CFA has been applied to a number of areas, including Information Retrieval (IR), pattern recognition (PR), virtual
screening (VS) and drug discovery, and protein structure prediction (PSP) ([7]-[8], [10]-[12], [17], [23], [27]). This
previous work has suggested that in a combinatorial setting a combination of multiple features improves on the
performance over each of those features only if each of the features itself has good performance and if the features are
diverse. In this paper, we quantify performance and diversity, and we present a tracking experiment that explores the
performance of all rank and score binary combinations from three features (color, shape and position) to determine the
value of the performance ratio and diversity metrics as predictors of the tracking performance a pair of features.

3. COMBINATORIAL FUSION ANALYSIS
We consider each feature measured by a sensor (which may measure multiple features) or each piece of the
evidence reported by a multiple sensor system as a scoring system for a tracking and recognition module A on the set
of n possible tracks or the pool of n track hypotheses, D = {d1, d2,...,dn}. Let sA(x) be the scoring function which
assigns a real number to each di in D. We view the function sA(x) as the score function with respect to the scoring
system (feature/evidence) A from D to R (the set of real numbers). When treating sA(x) as an array of real numbers, it
would lead to a rank function rA(x) after sorting the sA(x) array into descending order and assigning a rank (a positive
natural number) to each of the di in D. The resulting rank function rA(x)is a function from D to N={1,2,…,n} (we note
that |D|=n).
In order to properly compare and correctly combine score functions from multiple scoring systems (multiple
features for a single sensor, or multiple items of evidence from multiple sensors) normalization is needed. We simply
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adopt the following transformation from sA(x):D→R to s*A(x):D→[0,1] where s*A(x) =

s A ( x) − smin
, x ∈ D and smax=
smax − smin

max{ sA(x)| x ∈ D} and smin= min{ sA(x)| x ∈ D}.
Given m scoring systems Ai, i=1,2,…,m, with score functions s A (x) and rank function rA (x ) , there exist
i
i
several different ways of combining the output of the scoring systems, including score combination, rank combination,
voting, average combination and weighted combination. Initially we will define the average rank (or score) combination
as follows. For the m scoring systems Ai with s A (x) and rA (x ) , we define the score functions sR and sS of the rank
i

i

combination (RC) and score combination (SC) respectively as:
m
m
sR(x) = ∑ ⎡rAi ( x) ⎤ ,
and sS(x) = ∑ ⎡ s Ai ( x) ⎤ .
⎢
⎢
m ⎥⎦
m ⎥⎦
i =1 ⎣
i =1 ⎣
As we did before, sR(x) and sS(x) are then sorted into ascending and descending order to obtain the rank function of
the rank combination rR(x) and the score combination rR(x), respectively. (In the experiment described later, a
Mahalanobis weighted sum is used for score fusion instead of a simple average).
When m scoring systems (features or evidence) Ai, i=1,2,…,m, together with the score function s Ai (x) and

rank function rAi (x) are used, combinatorially there are 2m-1 (=

∑

m
k =1

⎛ m ⎞ ) possible combinations for these m scoring
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝k⎠

systems using either rank or score functions. The order of complexity is exponential and becomes prohibitive when m is
large. The study of multiple scoring systems on large data sets D involves sophisticated mathematical, statistical, and
computational approaches and techniques (see e.g., [8] and refs). For example, each of the rank functions of the scoring
system Ai i=1,2,…,m, on D, |D|=n, can be mapped to a point in the n-dimensional polyhedron called the rank space.
The n-dimensional polyhedron Qn is also a Cayley graph with the symmetric group Sn as the vertex set and the
adjacency between vertices is defined by a set of generators (a subset of permutations) acting on its vertices.
Remark 1: Previous work in CFA ([7][8], [11]-[12], [17],[23],[27]) in IR, PR, VS and PSP have demonstrated that: (1)
the combination of multiple scoring systems (features or evidence) would improve the prediction or classification
accuracy rate only if (a) each of the scoring systems has a relatively good performance, and (b) the individual scoring
systems are distinctive (or diversified), and (2) rank combinations perform better than score combinations under
conditions (a) and (b) and other restrictions.
For the purpose of this paper, our approach considers combinations of two scoring systems selected from the

⎛ m ⎞ m(m − 1)
possible two combinations using a diversity measure d(A,B) between the scoring systems A and B.
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ =
2
⎝ 2⎠
Remark 2: The diversity d(A,B) between A and B has been studied using the score functions d(sA,sB) and rank functions
d(rA,rB) as correlation and rank correlation respectively. The approach of the current proposal is to also use the concept
of the rank/score function to measure the diversity between A and B. That is, we include d(fA,fB) in addition to d(sA,sB)
and d(rA,rB), where fA, fB are the rank/score functions of A and B respectively. The inclusion of d(fA,fB) in the
measurement of the diversity between scoring systems A and B is one of the novelties of our approach.
When plotting the graph of the rank/score function (hence it is called the rank/score graph) of scoring systems
A and B on the same coordinate plane, the diversity measure can be easily visualized. Different diversity measurements
have been considered in other application domains ([2], [6]-[8], [11][13], [17], [23], [27]).
Let sA(x) and rA(x) be the score function and the rank function of the scoring system A. The rank/score function
fA(x) : N→[0,1] is defined as:
−1

−1

fA(i) = ( s A o rA )(i ) = s A ( rA (i ))
*

*

We note that the set N is different from the set D which is the set of n possible tracks or the pool of n track hypotheses.
The set N is used as the index set for the rank function value. The rank/score function so defined signifies the scoring
(or ranking) behavior of the scoring system and is independent of the tracks or track hypotheses under consideration.
Again, the diversity measure d(A,B)=d(fA,fB )can be defined in several different fashions. Here we use the following:
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n

d(fA,fB)=

∑| f
i =1

A

(i ) − f B (i ) | .

4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
4.1 Design of Experiment
The goal of the experiment is to determine whether a combination of a feature diversity measure and a relative
performance measure are a good candidate metric for predicting whether a specific pair of features will produce more
accurate tracking results or not. The RAF tracking software was constructed (see [9], [13]) to evaluate rank and score
fusion operations for multisensory, multitarget video tracking. The three features measured are a color feature, a shape
feature and a position feature (see section 4.2 for details). The experiment consisted of running a modified RAF tracking
system which calculated and evaluated all pairs of rank and score feature combinations against ground truth data, and
comparing the evaluation results with the values of the proposed predictive metric.
There are 11 possible combinations of the three features and two operations: the basic three features (3), the score
combination of any two of these (3), the rank combination of any two of these (3) and the rank and score combination
of all three features (2). In this paper, six of these, the six pairs, were evaluated, omitting individual features and the
combinations of all three features.
Evaluation consisted of comparing at each point the top q=30 track hypotheses for each target against the
ground truth for the video sequence. Ground truth was obtained by having a human observer mark each target in each
video frame (see Figure 1). Each track is compared to the ground truth by evaluating a Mean Sum of Squared
Differences (MSSD). The performance measure for a combination A, written P(A), is inversely proportional to the
average MSSD for the top tracks:
P( A) =

q
1 + ∑ MSSD(tracki )
i≤q

where tracki is the ith ranked track hypothesis for combination A.
For each frame, for each target, the six 2-combinations are divided into positive and negative combinations. A
combination A is considered positive if the tracks it produces are closest to the ground truth (i.e., it has the largest
P(A)); all the other pairs are considered negative. The positive combination is the one that should be chosen to improve

Figure 1: Frames from the video sequence showing two repeatedly occluding targets.
The bottom four images show the foreground regions and bounding boxes extracted for the top four frames. The small
circle on each target is the ground truth marker.

tracking performance.
For each combination, two performance metrics are evaluated. The rank-score diversity, calculated for a
combination of features A and B as
d(fA,fB)=

n

∑| f
i =1

A

(i ) − f B (i ) |

and the performance ratio metric, PR(A,B), calculated as:
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PR( A, B ) =

MIN ( P ( A), P ( B )) .
MAX ( P ( A), P ( B ))

On each step, for each combination, the value of d(fA,fB), PR(A,B),and whether the combination was positive or negative
was recorded to a log file.
The video sequence selected for the experiment shows a group of 2 targets that move at varying speeds in a
roughly left to right motion (see Figure 1). The targets undergo repeated mutual occlusions, varying from small to large
occlusions. Ground truth for the targets was obtained a frame by frame inspection and annotation by a human observer.
4.2 RAF Tracker Implementation
A multisensor, multitarget tracking system, the RAF
tracker, was described in [9], [13], [19], and [20]. In that system,
foreground regions are extracted from each frame of the image
sequence using a non-parametric background estimation
technique. The regions are passed to the three component
trackers. Color, position and shape information are collected by
applying a tracker-specific measurement to each region cj in the
frame:
(a). Color Tracker: mcol(cj), average normalized RGB
color of cj.
(b). Location Tracker:
mloc(cj), image position of
the centroid of cj.
(c). Shape Tracker: msha(cj), area of the image covered by
cj in pixels.
For each frame i in the video sequence, a common MHT based
[1][3] hypothesis generation module associates these
measurements with the set of existing track hypothesis Di. The
gating function is that a track hypothesis be within a standard
deviation of the predicted position pk for target k:
(pk – mloc( cj ))2 < σk2

Video

Identify Foreground
Regions
TR1
C1

TRm

TR2
Cm

C2

Hypothesis pool, D
When |D|> kT nT
Select & Implement
Fusion

Any existing track hypothesis which meets the gating criterion
C*
for a region cj is associated with that region, and a new track
hypothesis is generated that is the old track extended by this
Prune
region. Each of the three trackers applies its similarity function to
Hypothesis Pool
determine how well the region fits that target hypothesis. In
addition to the extension of tracks by new measurements, each
region also gives rise to a new track of length 1 initialized to a
Figure 2: Tracker Block Diagram
fixed new track score (to model newly appearing targets), and
each track gives rise to a new track of the same length with its score modified by a fixed false alarm score (to model
false alarms). The pool of track hypotheses grows as follows:
| Di+1 | = | Di | × (ni + 1) + ni
where ni is the number of regions segmented from frame i. The set of target to measurement association hypotheses
(including new targets and false alarms, and assuming that at most one measurements matches at most one target) is
then generated and used to calculate a normalized score value for each track hypothesis.
The pool of track hypotheses grows combinatorially, and needs to be pruned to stay within resource limits. The
resource limits are represented by a nominal pool size nT:
( | Di | > kT nT ) ⇒ Prune Di to size nT
The values nT=100, kT=2.5 were used here. The top scoring candidates for all targets after fusion were preserved. To get
the best track hypotheses for each target, the scores from each of the separate trackers are fused in all combinations of
two from three features using both rank fusion and score fusion. The score fusion operation is a Mahalanobis sum
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(where the coefficients are normalized and inversely proportional to the variance). The rank fusion operation is average
rank.
4.3 Results
In Figure 3, we show performance graphs for the six feature combinations (3 score and 3 rank) of the 3 features.
The performance is the inverse MSSD value, P(C), from section 4.1. These graphs illustrate the fact that at different
points during tracking, different feature combinations perform better, i.e., produce tracks that are closer to ground truth.
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Figure 3: Feature Performance Graphs
These graphs show the six feature pair combinations from six successive evaluations at pruning. The vertical axis is the inverse
MSSD for the fused track, and the horizontal axis is the combination (1-3 score, 4-6 rank) of two features from the three color,
shape and position features. Combinations 1 & 4 are color and position, 2 & 5, color and shape, 3 & 6, shape and position.

The scatter graph in Figure 4 shows the distribution of positive combinations (best performance) to negative
combinations (all others) when plotted in the rank/score diversity and performance ratio space. Looking at the graph, it
can be seen that the positive combinations, the combinations producing a result closest to ground truth for each target
and for each frame, cluster further up and towards the right, i.e., towards greater diversity and greater performance ratio.
The negative combinations, all the other combinations in each case, are widely spread, but cluster strongly in the lower
diversity, lower performance ratio part of the space. The centroid of all positive combinations is indicated on the graph
with an asterisk marker, and of all negative combinations with an X marker
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Figure 4: Scatter Graph of Feature Combination Metrics
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have addressed the problem of multitarget tracking in which the targets undergo mutual occlusions.
Our approach is based on Combinatorial Fusion Analysis, the investigation of the space of all combinations of measured
features. As a target moves through occlusions, different combinations of features become necessary to maintain
accurate tracking. The specific problem we addressed here is how to select which pair of features produces the best
tracking performance. We proposed and evaluated a combined metric, rank/score diversity and relative performance, for
predicting the best pair.
We conduct a tracking experiment on a video sequence of two targets moving together with repeated mutual
occlusions. We use the RAF tracking system, developed in previous work, as the basis of this experiment. The system is
modified to evaluate all combinatorial options for fusing two of the three features of color, shape and position in a rank
and a score combination by comparing the quality of the resultant tracks with a ground truth measurement.
Combinations are considered positive if the combination performance is closer to ground truth than that of all the other
combinations, otherwise the combination is considered negative. The values of the rank/score diversity and performance
ratio metrics are measured for each case.
Our results show that the negative combinations tend to cluster when graphed in the area of low rank/score
diversity and low relative performance. Thus, more specifically, we show that the combination of a pair of features A
and B will improve the accuracy only if (a) A and B have relative high performance, and (b) A and B are diverse. This
indicates that the two metrics proposed can be a useful indicator to select those feature combinations ‘on the fly’ that
will improve tracking performance as targets move through multiple occlusions.
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